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DAMIEN VERNIER APPOINTED AS GSE’S SALES MANAGER - FRANCE
As GSE grows its logistics real estate business, the company just appointed
Damien Vernier to head the French Sales Department. Having developed
GSE's commercial activities in China, Damien joined the French team in
2006 for key account projects. In addition to the French business, he will
actively support clients in their international real estate development
projects in geographies where GSE is present (seven locations in Europe
plus China).
“Our growing business requires us to create new sales positions. Damien
Vernier will be in charge of their integration,” said Roland Paul, CEO of
GSE.
Logistics real estate: an essential part of GSE’s business
In 2017, GSE delivered 20 projects covering a total of 576,000 m² (6.2
million square feet). These projects include several logistics platforms, such
as the 60,000 m² (645,000 ft2) platform for Scaso (supplier of the E. Leclerc
hypermarkets) in Beychac-et-Caillau (outside Bordeaux), the 24,000 m² (258,000 ft2) Barjane/Biocoop
platform in Noves (near Avignon) and the 61,000 m² (656,000 ft2) Schaeffler plant in Germany. The
emblematic projects signed in 2017 are the 126,000 m² platform for Carrefour (31 acres, the equivalent
of 50 football pitches) in Poupry (north of Orleans), the 88,000 m² (947,000 ft2) platform under construction
for Goodman/Auchan in Hungary and the two-floor platform for Vailog/Ikea in Gennevilliers (outside
Paris).

ABOUT GSE
GSE is a major player in commercial property and the leader in the “turnkey” market. GSE oversees all
design, construction and/or renovation work with a promise on price, deadlines and quality in its
projects for small & medium enterprises in the industrial, commercial and logistics sectors.
The company is managed by CEO Roland Paul. It employs 367 people and generated revenues of
€492 million in 2017, carrying out a total of 70 projects.
GSE operates in Europe and China.
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